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1: Higher Consciousness | Padmacahaya
Supra-consciousness, as the prefix suggests, describes a form of consciousness beyond our own. The big idea here is
that there is a form of consciousness that transcends our minds.

Supra Consciousness Super vs. Supra Consciousness Is consciousness a product of the way our brains are
wired? Or, is our brain a receiver of a greater consciousness? Is consciousness simply a by-product of
evolution? Does a dog have a conscious level? How about a tree? Alternatively, is our brain simply a more
advanced receiver of something greater? Is the purpose of evolution of improve the receiver? As computers
continue to advance will a computer eventually receive this consciousness? Will a computer need to dream?
Gone are the days of simple automation of menial physical tasks. Even knowledge workers are finding
themselves displaced by computer algorithms. Anyone in financial services knows how trading and portfolio
management have evolved to displace knowledge workers. Apparently the new phase will be about computer
augmentation of human tasks. Essentially the argument is using machines to deepen the abilities of humans.
But, what does that mean about where we are headed? My daughters seem to be headed that way at times Will
one day computers write blogs about the latest developments in nanotechnology? Will they write novels? Hard
to rule out completely. Rolling the clock forward a few millennia I like to take a long, long term approach , we
may find a world in which computers call them silicon life forms and traditional humans call them organic
look and act quite similar. Kicked to the curb with a cup in our blistered hands hoping some benevolent silicon
life form throws its unneeded piece of nourishment towards us? Worse, some Terminator-like future in which
we are actively battling one another for supremacy? These become deep questions. What is the essence of
humanity? Already our organic thoughts are shared immediately with the world when we post ideas on social
networks. Organic life argues it is the creative side, like a right-left brain breakdown. But, will creativity
eventually become the realm of computers as well? If so, what then? If not, why not? Does this movement
towards the super conscious pull us away from our organic essence? From our creative source? Which is what
exactly? Maybe the augmentation enhances our connection to our creative source. One that defines us and has
brought us to our current level. The supra conscious, or collective consciousness among life, is not a new idea
or even without scientific underpinnings from quantum theory. Many spiritual leaders believe in it. Think of it
as we are all connected to something greater. The Super versus Supra Consciousness tension is central to the
novel Evolved. Two paths to save humanity. How Amos, the protagonist, handles this choice determines the
fate of humanity. These questions may help us understand ourselves a little better. It has helped me. His debut
novel, Evolved, was published in and is the start of a multi-book journey through the worlds of self and
consciousness.
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2: Supraconscious | Definition of Supraconscious by Merriam-Webster
& the Supra Consciousness is the blending of the First & Second Part of Minds & you get this by learning to meditate &
opening this part of the mind to you & then all is possible. I also think that the sleep mind, dream mind is only a
consciousness that you can only get to by falling a sleep & I believe for safety reason that you would not look.

The theory book provides a detailed discussion of the nuances of REP and how it fully aligns with scientific
understanding. It is to explain the purposed nature of the architecture of reality from a vantage point that
includes both physical reality and consciousness. This view expounds a truth: Religion centrally features
conceptions of an abstraction called God. In the western civilizations, the dominant extant religions are
varieties of theism, which propounds a thinking, emotional God that created physical reality out of nothing in
a beginning. These assumptions were the seeds of theism. But, theism is receding in its ability to remain
consistent with modern knowledge. Its successor must be fundamentally consistent with scientific
understanding or it will simply be a distraction in the search for advanced truth. What strategy must the effort
to develop a religious philosophy that is consistent with scientific knowledge take? Science and religion must
be able to assume postures that are obviously different vantage points of the same reality. Of course, this
requires knowing what the existential purpose is. Modern science asserts that there are two major themes
underpinning physical reality: The Supra-Intelligent Design is an understanding of physical reality that aligns
with a meta-religious philosophy, Reflexive Emanation Panendeism REP that is as simple as it can be, while
explaining why symmetry and quantization i. The Supra-Intelligent Design and Reflexive Emanation
Panendeism taken together compose a model of reality that is close to the truth. To understand the model is to
understand in what way and for what reason the structure and dynamism of nature is purposed. Panendeism is
a relative newcomer to the collection of well understood religious philosophies. It is panendeism, not theism,
that shows the way to the union of science and religion. Reflexive Emanation Panendeism declares the reality
of an insentient non-explicitly-thinking, i. The age of widespread access to information is here. Most of the
extant religions originated in the ancient past and have remained largely unchanged. Conflict has arisen
because they promote worldviews that imply features of observable reality that are at odds with scientific
scrutiny. Science is the discipline that systematically observes and models the world, and is not about to
loosen its objectivity in order to accommodate religion. Conflicting scientific and religious worldviews cannot
be reflective of truth, and so one of the two has to shift its positions. Religion needs a sharp turn into the
direction of conformance with observation and logic. At a minimum, religion must stop conflicting with well
vetted findings of science e. The information highway has arrived and the knowledge resources that are
required for the modernization of religion have materialized. The upwelling of a truth rich, scientifically
aligned religious philosophy has had to wait on science to uncover the essential abstractions of the natural
order. Science has only recently identified these abstractions as common architectural themes that span all
physical structure and behavior. These themes reside in the inner sanctum of scientific understanding, and
must, for the continuity and synchronicity of understanding, underlie every advanced, science-aligned
religious philosophy, which is equivalent to saying that they must underlie every viable meta-religious
philosophy. The elderly religions are so mired in the prescientific past that basic aspects of their fabric are
clearly myth. Every religion that originated in the remote past is more or less afflicted with an antiquated
metaphysical model and context. In ever increasing numbers, the young are straying from traditional religious
belief because it conflicts with the scientific and technological foundations of modernity. Religion must
transform if it is to avoid skeptical rejection. It must be made to harmonize with science, while explaining to
the scientifically inclined how and why it is a superset of science. If science and religion are both reflections
of reality i. Nature is constrained to follow the basal themes of symmetry and quantization, which ascend into
the highest complexity realms of life and consciousness. REP explains how these themes are connected to a
meaning and purpose embedded within natural reality that require advanced consciousness to arise. The
supraintelligent design does not entertain a free-thinking cognizance such as human consciousness possesses
transcendent to physical reality. The "thoughts" that comprise the substance of nature are the full mathematical
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fabric of the complete physical reality. These thoughts are supraintelligent because they embed a highest
purpose into their actuality. This aim requires the production of the advanced consciousness of highly evolved
life and its purpose is no less than the continuation of existence itself. Cosmotheology A cosmotheology is a
religious philosophy that is applicable to every intelligent life form at every location in the universe and
multiverse. The nature of the SupraIntelligent design suggests that any truth bearing religious philosophy will
be a cosmotheology. Reflexive Emanation Panendeism REP is a specific cosmotheology that is a modern
scientifically aligned religious philosophy. The way REP aligns with science and the social order is startling.
Carl Sagan said this: Sooner or later, such a religion will emerge.
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3: Supraconsciousness | Universe Spirit
The Super-Conscious Mind is the aspect of consciousness which is limitless or "Infinite" in nature and which depending
on any number of infinite possibilities concerning what you have been taught to believe with regard to what the Super
Conscious is, is known and has been labeled by man as many things.

He is not final. This coincidental occurrence was all the evidence that Gebser needed. Thus, he stated
emphatically that this structure of consciousness was not only looming on the horizon, but awaited eagerly to
manifest itself in humanity, bringing with it a radical transformation of life as we know it. According to
Gebser, only when a center of gravity is present that has the most efficient mode of consciousness as its core,
is it possible for that structure of consciousness, as a whole, to become fully embodied in the world. We feel
that it is such a time where integral consciousness is that core. Gebser postulated that integral consciousness
would develop in discrete mutational leaps. According to Gebser, these leaps are well underway and can be
seen in any event if looked at closely enough. Gebser dedicated 40 of the best years of his life to this
enterprise because he believed in it so thoroughly. The following is only what is essential to create a primer, a
key that will unlock the secrets of an orthogonal landscape of human consciousness that is at once our
birthright and our current human challenge to apprehend and understand. Structures of Consciousness To
understand the mature integral structure and the new landscape we will be traversing, it is first necessary to
understand what came before. Gebser discovered the integral structure in an intuitive leap that he made in
while seeing what he deemed as the demise of Western civilization. He then presupposed that if mankind was
mutating into a different mode of conscious awareness, that there must be prior forms that were in operation
up to that point. He spent the rest of his life fleshing these structures out. These previous structures of
consciousness he labeled as: Archaic, Magic, Mythic, and Mental- Rational. Keep in mind that while these
previous structures may in fact be our past, they are also our present because they exist in ever-present tension
and solidarity with the whole. For Gebser, presentiating these previous structures, i. Therefore, let us feel into
these ontological structures and allow them to undulate within our being, ebbing and flowing with the entire
cosmos. The Archaic structure, which there can be very little psychological evidence of, can be thought of as a
totally non-differentiated state where mankind and nature are in a fused identity. Gebser ties this structure to
the early hominid phylogenetically, and to newborn babies ontogenetically. In developmental psychology this
is referred to as an oceanic stage of consciousness that lasts from birth to two years. This suggests that survival
instincts are the only functions in operation. Gebser likens this structure to the deep dreamless stage of sleep.
Gebser states that human consciousness is equivalent to an inherent awareness of space and time. As such, he
assigns dimensions to these structures depending on the degree to which human beings are able to apprehend
and understand space and time. The archaic structure is of Zero-Dimension. It is pre-spatial and pre-temporal.
This will play a larger role later in our discussion of acquiring dimensionality. The emergence of the Magic
structure is, above all, a transition from undifferentiated identity and zero-dimensional fusion with reality, to a
one-dimensional unity. This structure, according to Gebser finds the ego spread out over the entire world. This
may sound like an unnecessary distinction, however, this nuance is literally what separates human beings from
the animal kingdom. This structure is associated phylogenetically with the high Paleolithic era, a period best
exemplified by the Aboriginal tribes of Australia. There are still Aboriginal tribes that live exactly the same as
they did 50, years ago. The tribal nature of this structure is one of its most important hallmarks, for it is in
tribal culture that as a species we first bonded together. It is also associated with the invention of music. This
means that the basic constituents of time and space exist physically, but are not yet available to consciousness.
However, the spread out ego allows for primitive forms of communication to begin to take root like telepathy,
sign language, and the primordial grunts of a proto-language later on in development. Again, we see Gebser
explicating these world-views by mathematical analogy. He still stated adamantly however that nature, and by
that he meant evolutionary process, had no telos or absolute direction in mind. This he chalked up to cosmic
coincidence. Taken together, the elements of this structure brought about the birth of civilization itself. At this
time religions sprang up all over the world. These world religions, both contemplative and otherwise, focused
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on polarities such as heaven and hell, cyclical reincarnation, and notions of good and evil. This structure also
brought with it the implementation of time as an artifact. Temporally this structure was cyclical, which
reflected in the psyche of the day. The formation of the calendar was originally based on lunar cycles. Days
and nights were seen as complimentary cycles and not opposing dichotomies. Gebser called it natural
temporicity. This temporicity had not yet been carved into hours, minutes, and seconds. This aptitude was also
reflected in the art of the day that was unperspectival, flat, and decidedly two-dimensional. Spatially speaking,
mankind lived on a two-dimensional plane; completely unaware of the landscape that existed all around them
in the dimension above. The ontogenetic correlation can be found at the developmental stage when children
need to be taught a sense of right and wrong; where everything is black or white but nothing in between. It is
important to note the distinction between the tribal bonds that signified the magic structure, versus the familial
bonds that signify the mythic structure. Here too, there is a pooling together as the clan and kin group becomes
smaller and less spread out over the world. Following the Mythic structure was the advent of the
Mental-Rational structure of consciousness, which fully matured scarcely less than five hundred years ago. If
the Mythic structure represented reality in terms of two-dimensional polarity, then the Mental-Rational
structure can be classified as three-dimensional duality. This structure represents wakefulness and cognitive
thinking, and physiologically is directly associated with a fully developed Ego. Phylogenetically this structure
is associated with the Ancient Greeks and the Renaissance. Ontogenetically, this structure is associated with
the adolescent teenage years of pre-adulthood. In the Magic structure the ego blanketed the entire world and
every man and woman was connected to it like nodes on a network, to use a modern analogy. As the human
race mutated into a more sophisticated form of consciousness we can see a further pooling of ego from the
clan into the individual: There is also a correlative move from darkness to light as the complete
unconsciousness of the Archaic is surpassed by the wakeful consciousness of the mental-rational structure.
Mature Integral Consciousness According to Gebser, when a structure of consciousness is no longer fit for
survival, it is deemed deficient. The effects of this deficiency can be clearly seen in society-at-large as a
breakdown of societal and cultural elements that are coordinate with the equivalent structure. Gebser stresses
the word mutation in lieu of evolution. Also, the term evolution implies a spatial extensity into some
unforeseen future which is also a key sign of rational thinking. Gebser gives a plethora of evidence to prove
that the deficient phase of the mental-rational structure is now on the horizon. What is unfolding in our current
era is the mature integral structure of consciousness. This novel structure is nothing mankind has ever
experienced before. If the mental-rational is synonymous with wakefulness, then the integral structure is
synonymous with clarity. Gebser uses the term clarity because it signifies a state of human function in which a
complete understanding has been achieved. This capacity is where the spiritual nature of reality becomes
self-evident truth, immediately and directly perceptible. Reality is no longer beholden for its truth to the
testimony of the physical senses or to justification by reason or the speculations and conjectures of an
abstracting deductive logic. As such, it supersedes ego. It exists outside the space-time world. It is scarcely
touched by terrestrial matters because it is itself tangential to them. It has an impersonal aspect. Language at
the Limit In order to thoroughly explicate a structure of consciousness that pushes the boundary of language to
its limits, it is first necessary to declare the inherent shortcomings in linguistics in general. Gebser understood
these limitations, and as such, was very careful in the course of his research on integral consciousness not to
get stuck in any one particular set of verbal pitfalls. To tackle this complex issue Gebser was forced to coin
several neologisms, adopt prefixes, and to state succinctly the precise contextual definitions of these and any
other words that he used that transcended categorical assignations with regards to his framework. These terms
will be used in context where they apply to get a more rounded semantic context of their meaning and usage.
Awaring â€” Perceiving truth from space and time. An ongoing integral awareness. Diaphany - allows the
integral simultaneity of the dimensions of consciousness to be made transparent. Eteology - The study of
integration and interplay of multi-dimensional consciousness. Replaces philosophy as the study of
being-in-itself and not representation of forms. Latency â€” what is concealed or unmanifest; the demonstrable
presence of the future. It includes everything that is not yet manifest, as well as, everything that has again
returned to latency. Origin â€” is associated with suddenness and discontinuity with respect to primordial
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events. Origin in its essence is ever present. Synairesis â€” to synthesize or collect, notable in the sense of
everything being seized or grasped on all sides; the act of integral perception. A four-dimensional integral
awaring of space. Allows for the concretion of time. Systasis - recognition of the dynamic dimension within
the world of contingent systems; circumscribes all aspects of time, which cannot be the object of categorical
systematization. A four-dimensional integral Awaring of time. Allows for the concretion of space.
Transparency â€” is the form of manifestation epiphany of the spiritual. Concretion of the spiritual Origin
itself is transparent and diaphanous, unbound to darkness or brightness, which are simply attributes of
manifestation. Verition â€” a perceiving of the world as truth:
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Supraconscious definition is - existing or functioning above the level of the conscious, rational, or logical. existing or
functioning above the level of the conscious, rational, or logical See the full definition.

Jair Robles Practicing some technique that allows quieting the mind and stilling the body has been a
fundamental part of most spiritual traditions. And their benefits are said to be many and varied. But for a long
time, these reports have mostly come from those who actually practice such techniques and the religious or
philosophical texts that promoted them. It was until very recent times that science began to look into the
veracity of such claims and attempted to understand both the physiological as well as the psychological effects
that such practices have on those who practice those techniques. In an effort to compile the most important
findings from such research, and increase our acceptance and understanding of the positive effects that
meditation has on our body and minds, Dr Shanida Nataraja published a book called, The Blissful Brain. How
did you become interested in doing research on the relationship between meditation and the brain? I grew up
in a household in which meditation was very much part of everyday life. Both my parents meditated and I was
therefore exposed to a number of different meditative traditions as I was growing up. At school, I became
entranced by science and this interest led to me doing a PhD in neuroscience to deepen my understanding of
how the brain gives rise to the human behavior that we can see. It seemed almost a natural step for me to turn
my attention to meditation, to explore whether meditation has any effect on the brain, and, if so, what did that
mean for us as human beings. At what age did you start meditating? I meditated on and off when I was a child.
I was very musical at a young age, and playing the piano and singing were my way of de-stressing and
centering myself. So it was really only in my twenties that I would say I started practicing mediation regularly.
There is a large variety of meditation techniques and names given to these techniques, and for someone who is
not familiar and just beginning to explore meditation this can be a bit confusing. How can we know that what
we are learning and practicing falls within what can be called meditative practice? Meditation, irrespective of
the form it takes, has a number of defining characteristics. If we look at all the different types of meditation,
we can see that they usually involve a technique or practice that is very clearly defined and is taught to the
practitioner. And in many cases, it is a mental technique that involves a reduction in logical processing in the
brain, as well as relaxation of the body as a whole. For me meditation is anything that is a mental technique
that promotes stilling the mind and stilling the body. Importantly, it is a self-induced relaxation, in contrast to
hypnosis, and it is often taught within the framework of a spiritual tradition. What are the most relevant
findings that science has discovered in regards to the effects of meditation on the brain? There are a number of
key findings, and the first is that we have two sides of our brain and each of those sides contains a different
way of thinking and perceiving. In our modern world, a lot of us tend to be very left brain focused. Meditation
gives us a tool by which we can switch our brain activity from the left to the right brain, because sustained
attention is a right-brained function, and in doing so, we gain access to a different way of thinking and
perceiving. This is not to say that right-brained activity is better than the left-brained activity, but it
complements it. If you start to look at where true insight stems from, it is from activity on both sides of the
brain. The other thing the research shows is that there are a number of changes in the brain during meditation
that can perhaps shed light on the subjective experiences that people have when they meditate. This provides a
concrete basis for an experience that meditators have been reporting over the years. Other subjective
experiences have also been shown to have their basis in changes in the activity of specific areas of the brain.
Has there been any neuro-correlation detected in the ability of precognition? Cornell Professor Daryl Bem
recently did a study that revealed that the human brain does seem to have some kind of innate precognitive
powers, but pinpointing where in the brain these powers arise is near to impossible. During mediation, you
first have to still the mind and switch off all the thoughts, and in that silence, having access to the right brain
way of thinking and perceiving, as well as the left brain way of thinking and perceiving, insights can
spontaneously occur. Different instruments are being used to study the brain when people are meditating, and
you have mentioned that some of these instruments could be used as tools for a person to get feedback as to
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how they are meditating. Can you talk about these instruments and how they can be used as feedback tools?
The technology that I describe in The Blissful Brain is really focused on two areas. The first area is very
simple; biofeedback. You have the Galvanic Skin Response GSR meter, which basically measures the
resistance of your skin, which seems to be an indirect measure of your level of alertness. When you are alert
and prepared to take action, our whole body kicks into gear and parts of our nervous system kick in to make us
ready for response. What the GSR is able to do is measure that response and give us a sense of how alert we
are. Especially now in our modern day society, many of us are in a state of constant alert. I think what the
GSR can do is give us more awareness of our internal state. Especially for beginners in meditation, using the
GSR can give the practitioner some insight into what techniques seems to be work better than others. The
second type of technology that I describe is neuro-feedback. For example, we know that alpha brain waves are
very relaxing. If you are meditating, or perhaps relaxing in a hot bath or something, your brain will be
generating more of these alpha waves. We now have this understanding of the kind of brain wave pattern that
represents the different optimal state of brain functioning, the optimal mix of brain waves types. Has there
been any data or research done with instruments that measure the effects mediation has on the environment
around the people meditating? I know there have been a lot of psychology experiments in terms of the effects
that positive thinking or prayer can have, even at a distance, or the effect of the laying of hands on patients. I
think that is the focus at the moment. When it comes to the effects of meditation in our body and particularly
in health, what are some of the most relevant findings that have come out from this research? Perhaps the most
compelling evidence, certainly here in the UK, but I imagine it is very similar in the U. And to me, that is
really a key step forward for us, in that, here you have an illness that is an area of huge unmet need, and
meditation has been shown to really help those people and give rise to a lot of benefit in terms of their
emotional state. Here in the UK, mindfulness based cognitive therapy MBCT it is now accepted by some of
the regulatory bodies that dictate the types of treatment available to patients. Jon Kabat-Zinn has done research
in a wide range of different patients, including those with chronic pain, cancer, multiple sclerosis and anxiety.
You are an advocate for the use of meditation in different areas of our modern-day life. What are some of the
areas that you would like to see where meditation is used? I think that meditation has a number of potential
applications, if you want to discuss it in that way. And I think that the most important one is in the context of
healthcare. Our modern healthcare systems are struggling under the burden of the number of patients that are
presenting with diseases, particularly chronic diseases. So really there has to be some way of offering patients
more holistic and supportive therapies, without that being associated with a dramatic increase in healthcare
cost. In that respect, I see meditation as being a very cheap way of essentially giving patients a tool that they
can use that really empowers them to take responsibility for their own health. Meditation can be part of a new
healthcare system where the patient takes as much of the responsibility as the doctor, not only tackling disease
but also maintaining health. I also think that meditation plays a huge role in terms of optimizing our
performance and that is especially relevant in the case of the work place. We are now seeing a large number of
companies, such as Google, that are now providing meditation to their employees. There is an increasing body
of evidence that shows that meditation is something that we can consider offering to people in the workplace,
in order to achieve higher performance, but also to achieve that performance not at the cost of the individuals
and the amount of stress that they have to tolerate in their work environment. I guess the final one is defining a
role for meditation in our schools. Increasingly we are seeing, especially in the U. I think the key problem in
many cases is being able to provide a compelling argument to the funding bodies within the health system that
dictate how the money is spent and what treatments, including supportive treatments, can be made available
for patients. Meditation addressing the psychological impact of disease on patients and their need for
psychological and emotional support. A level of patient care that unfortunately due to time and resourcing
pressure often gets overlooked. From your personal experience as someone who has been practicing
meditation for some time, what are the benefits that you experience? The benefits of meditation extend far and
beyond the time you may actually sit in a room meditating. Being able to put things into perspective, and
being able to let go of that continuous striving and achieving, I would say is the way I have benefitted the
greatest. Are there benefits in practicing meditation as part of a broader spiritual perspective or does it really
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matter? So far what we have talked about in terms of the benefits of meditation and the effects on the brain
and the body of the practitioner is one level of understanding the effects of meditation. The effects of
meditation on the spiritual well-being of the practitioner, as well as the effects on their life and their way of
interacting with the world, is another layer. Spirituality provides a richer context for the experiences that we
begin to have as a result of the practice of meditation. As meditation offers you access to a different way of
thinking and perceiving, a spiritual framework to the practice of meditation gives the practitioner some way of
reconciling the experiences that they have during their meditation into their everyday lives. I am a strong
believer that you can practice meditation, especially the kind of non-denominational MBSR
Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction that Jon Kabat-Zinn put forward, and you can derive benefits from doing
so. However, there are also more deep-rooted effects of meditation that are linked to the use of meditation as
part of a spiritual life. The title of your book is The Blissful Brain. Why did you choose that particular word,
bliss? What is the relationship that you see between meditation and the state of bliss? And I think for me â€”
why I liked it â€” is that this area of research is very much sitting on the boundary between science, objective,
rational analysis of our experiences and reality, and spirituality, which is a completely different, more intuitive
and esoteric kind of way of processing our experiences and understanding our reality. It is therefore not an
area that we would expect rational and analytical science to shed any light on. Whether enlightenment is, as
some suggest, the manifestation of an optimal, high-performance brain wave pattern remains to be proven. But
we do know that meditation is a tool that can change brain activity to bring it closer to this optimal,
high-performance brain wave pattern. Subjective experiences of meditators with this optimal brain wave
pattern reveal that they experience bliss in this state. I would like to read it to you and see what are your
thoughts and why you chose to put this in your book? It is estimated that there are more possible
configurations than there are elementary particles in the universe. With this statement we really touch on a
topic that is very close to my heart. The research I did for both my PhD and my first post-doctoral research job
was very much focused on the plasticity of the brain. Every experience we have, every behavior that we learn,
is imprinted in our brain. But that is by no means a permanent thing. In the same way that connections
between brain cells can be formed or strengthened, they can also be removed or weakened. This is a really
important insight because when we look at most of us in adulthood, we have managed to accumulate what we
refer to as emotional baggage during our lifetimes. This emotional baggage is essentially a collection of
conditioned responses that are the result of our experiences. What the plasticity of the brain really does is it
gives us the hope that all behavior can essentially be changed, can be replaced by more positive and
constructive behavior.
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Call this the "supra conscious" and puts our brain as either the creator of it or a receiver of it. The supra conscious, or
collective consciousness among life, is not a new idea or even without scientific underpinnings from quantum theory.

March 1, by TD 10 Comments We are all connected to an infinite realm of possibilities! All creation is the
result of consciousness. The Super Conscious mind contains within itself the possibility as well as the
probability of creating anything and everything that can be conceived with mind. The collective unconscious
is proposed to be part of the unconscious mind, expressed in humanity and all life forms with nervous systems.
It describes how the structure of the psyche autonomously organizes experience. Jung distinguished the
collective unconscious from the personal unconscious, in that the personal unconscious is a personal reservoir
of experience unique to each individual, while the collective unconscious collects and organizes those personal
experiences in a similar way with each member of a particular species. Your conscious mind is the only part of
your mind that thinks. However, the conscious mind power is limited, as compared to the subconscious mind
power and superconscious mind power. The most important conscious mind power is the power to decide. It
has the power to decide what information to enter into your subconscious mind, but most people are not
exercising this power. Instead, they let rubbish enters their subconscious mind and thus garbage in, garbage
out. All your experiences and events in your life are stored in your subconscious, affecting the way you think
and behave. Negative programming from childhood, life experiences, and mass media all have a negative
impact on your subconscious programming. Your conscious mind also has the power to reprogram your
subconscious mind, mainly through repetition. For instance, remember the first time you learned to drive a car,
when you had to consciously think of which paddle to step and which gear to shift? But now, you no longer
have to consciously think of these actions. They have become automatic, i. Through repetition, you have
programmed your subconscious mind. Once it is in your subconscious, it becomes automatic. Your
subconscious mind plays many different roles in your life. We can classify its functions into 5 different areas:
It maintains and balances the well-being of our body. It has the power to heal any form of diseases you can
think of. It is the fundamental of all so-called alternative therapies. It protects us and sometimes our loved
ones from emergencies, or dangers. It is the mega-memory bank. It stores all our past experiences. It is like a
magnet. It has the power to attract things that resonate with its beliefs. It is like radar. It sends and receives
information to and from the superconscious mind. Since it has infinite intelligence and potential, it has the
answers to everything you want. Meditation can help you connect to the subconscious and superconscious.
The superconscious mind is like a mega computer that orchestrates the activities in every little computer
connected to it. By impressing your goals upon your subconscious mind, your superconscious will respond
accordingly, you will just not know exactly how. All you need to do to make this happen is to keep faith that
your goals will manifest themselves in your physical reality if you are constantly, consciously working
towards achieving them. Subconsciously, you will attract certain situations and resources to use in your
journey. The universe will grant you anything you want, you just have to trust in it and never give up your
quest. The right people will start appearing in your life, opportunities will come, and lessons will be provided
to strengthen you if necessary. You must act on these opportunities, or you will simply be wasting your time.
Without action there is no result. Simply thinking positively wont benefit you unless you are using your
thoughts to motivate you into action. The universe responds to positive energy, it is your job to respond back
with inspired action. Everything will be set in motion to help you achieve your desires!
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6: Super vs. Supra Consciousness | Evolved
The Supra Consciousness [Julia Seton] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This
scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original. Due to its age, it may contain imperfections such as marks.

Or, is our brain a receiver of a greater consciousness? Is consciousness simply a by-product of evolution?
Does a dog have a conscious level? How about a tree? Alternatively, is our brain simply a more advanced
receiver of something greater? Is the purpose of evolution of improve the receiver? As computers continue to
advance will a computer eventually receive this consciousness? Will a computer need to dream? Gone are the
days of simple automation of menial physical tasks. Even knowledge workers are finding themselves
displaced by computer algorithms. Anyone in financial services knows how trading and portfolio management
have evolved to displace knowledge workers. Apparently the new phase will be about computer augmentation
of human tasks. Essentially the argument is using machines to deepen the abilities of humans. But, what does
that mean about where we are headed? My daughters seem to be headed that way at times Will one day
computers write blogs about the latest developments in nanotechnology? Will they write novels? Hard to rule
out completely. Rolling the clock forward a few millennia I like to take a long, long term approach , we may
find a world in which computers call them silicon life forms and traditional humans call them organic look and
act quite similar. Kicked to the curb with a cup in our blistered hands hoping some benevolent silicon life form
throws its unneeded piece of nourishment towards us? Worse, some Terminator-like future in which we are
actively battling one another for supremacy? These become deep questions. What is the essence of humanity?
Already our organic thoughts are shared immediately with the world when we post ideas on social networks.
Organic life argues it is the creative side, like a right-left brain breakdown. But, will creativity eventually
become the realm of computers as well? If so, what then? If not, why not? Does this movement towards the
super conscious pull us away from our organic essence? From our creative source? Which is what exactly?
Maybe the augmentation enhances our connection to our creative source. One that defines us and has brought
us to our current level. The supra conscious, or collective consciousness among life, is not a new idea or even
without scientific underpinnings from quantum theory. Many spiritual leaders believe in it. Think of it as we
are all connected to something greater. The Super versus Supra Consciousness tension is central to the novel
Evolved. Two paths to save humanity. How Amos, the protagonist, handles this choice determines the fate of
humanity. These questions may help us understand ourselves a little better. It has helped me.
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7: Consciousness, Subconsciousness, Supraconsciousness, Clairvoyant Consciousness
Consciousness, subconsciousness, and Supraconsciousness are summarized into only one thing: human
Consciousness. Therefore, we need to awaken the Consciousness. Whosoever awakens the Consciousness becomes
Supraconscious, reaches the heights of Supraconsciousness.

All creation is the result of consciousness. The Super Conscious Mind contains within itself the possibility as
well as the probability of creating anything and everything that can be conceived with mind The possibilities
are "Infinite. The Wonder and Awe Of The Super Conscious Mind The Super-Conscious Mind is the aspect of
consciousness which is limitless or "Infinite" in nature and which depending on any number of infinite
possibilities concerning what you have been taught to believe with regard to what the Super Conscious is, is
known and has been labeled by man as many things. When any of these avenues are looked at, explored and
studied from a deep perspective, the path inevitably leads back to the same Ultimate Source. This Super
Consciousness holds within itself the potential for any conceivable outcome, both of which we "perceive" as
"Good" as well as those things we perceive as "Bad" and everything in between. This Super-Conscious Mind
exists as an infinite field of potential which knows no boundaries or limitations. It encompasses ALL things
from the macroscopic to the microscopic and beyond. It comprises all things physical and those that are non
physical. The All in All. The Super Conscious Mind is all pervasive. It is within everything and exists
everywhere. You could say that it is an Infinite Field of Potential without borders or restriction. Within this
"Infinite Field Of Potential" exists and is stored anything that has ever happened or been created in the past,
everything which is currently being created, or whatever may be created at some point in the future. It
encompasses ALL things, all probabilities both the seen as well as the unseen. Within this Infinite field of
consciousness exists any and every conceivable outcome. From a strictly physical perspective, meaning the
existence of anything that currently exists as "physical" which can be experienced with the limitations of the 5
physical senses, within this Infinite field of possibility and potential exists the material things such as houses
of all shapes and sizes ranging from shacks to multi-billion dollar mansions. From rags to the finest linens in
the world. The Super Conscious Mind also consists of the "intangible" or things that are of a "spiritual nature.
Whatever can be conceived in mind as an ideal and held as a focused and intentional thought and harmonized
with action will and must manifest itself in physical form REGARDLESS of what it might be. Whatever can
be conceptualized in mind whether physical or otherwise already exists within the Super-Conscious mind as
an already existing fact, and only requires the correct and consistent focus of consciousness whether
individually or collectively to make it a physical reality. On the emotional side the Super-Conscious Mind
contains every conceivable feeling and emotion such as love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness,
faithfulness, gentleness and self control as well as fear, doubt, worry, sadness, turmoil, anger, greed, etc.
Whichever of these that YOU choose to experience and place consistent focus on through your individual
consciousness will manifest and be experienced in physical form. Now the Super-Conscious mind also
consists of you, your family, your neighbors, your friends, your co-workers. Your conscious and subconscious
mind as well as the collective consciousness is infused with and an integral part of this same Super-Conscious
mind. As such your "Individual Consciousness", your ability to think and reason also exists within the "Super
Consciousness. Put more simply, your individual ability to think, feel and act in ways that YOU choose
individually is what determines precisely what you are choosing to draw from the "Super-Conscious Mind. In
other words you exist as an individual yet an integral part of the Whole The Super-Conscious Mind who has
been provided the inalienable right of free will to choose for yourself what it is that you will draw from this
"Infinite Field Of Potentiality. Through your individual consciousnessâ€¦.. When you become consciously
aware of those choices you begin to see and understand that it is your individual "beingness" that determines
what is drawn from the Super Conscious Mind and experienced in your life. It exists as the result of
Consciousness. Until a "thought" or ideal was produced or conceived in the mind, the possibility of this
"things" physical existence would be impossible. Where did it come from? It came from the factory correct?
Where did the factory come from? Where did the parts which make up the car come from? Where did the
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bricks that made the factory "real" come from? Where did the machinery that builds the cars come from?
Although you see them in physical form, prior to them being manufactured or even conceived as an ideal, they
must have existed somewhere right?. Think back to the time before Henry Ford created and developed the first
internal combustion engine. Until the ideal was established in the mind of Henry Ford, the reality of using and
benefiting from an internal combustion engine existed only as a probability of existence. The original
individually held quality of consciousness of Henry Ford, was transmuted form "pure consciousness" to
thought resulting in an ideal or conceptualization, resulting in action which led to the creation of the
automobile. The originally held thought or ideal was conceived and derived from the unseen or spiritual realm.
What is this place? The Infinite Field of Potential Just as the originally held thought or ideal conceived by
Henry Ford existed within the Super-Conscious Mind prior to being conceived as a possibility by Henry Ford
it DID exist somewhere correct? ALL of them began from somewhere. They were all derived from
"somewhere. Each of these modern day inventions began and were made "real" as a result of individual
consciousness. They were made possible as the result of an "individual quality of consciousness" beginning as
a thought which was broadcast as a frequency of energy and sent into the "Infinite Field Of Potential" which
due to the immutable and unwavering plan of creation The wonder of how everything came to be. Where did
YOU come from. The same holds true whether it be the earth, the solar system, light, the animals, etc. Before
you or light or the earth or the Universe was spoken into existence, it first existed as a "probability" In the case
of the Big Bang, even if that IS how it happened, it certainly required something There is some incredibly
powerful Force that must have created something to light for that matter. This Source can be whatever you
choose to "perceive" it as. The important thing to grasp and understand is that there is some immutable and
unwavering Source behind it all that makes all the probabilities that begin at the unseen or spiritual level real
and which currently exist at the physical level. Spiritual text also reveals that "You were created in the image
and likeness of this Source. Quantum Physicists have proven, clearly shown and documented that we are all
made of the same "stuff. You, your consciousness, EVERYTHING exists as energy, as a form of pure
consciousness and like the Source you have been provided the ability to consciously direct that energy to
create co-create your reality based on the kind and quality of consciousness that you choose to project through
your thoughts, ideals and conceptualizations. Regardless of what they might be, they DO already exist as a
probability in this field You, being created in the "image and likeness" of Source have been provided the
ability and the inalienable right to choose what you conceptualize and think about Not only the physical things
that you use in day to day life but also the events, conditions and circumstances that you experience each day.
Each is a result of what you think and believe that it will be. Understanding that, think about the "Infinite"
possibilities available to YOU!!!. If you can conceive it in mind Individual Consciousness, The Super
Conscious Mind and The Unwavering Process Which Makes Things "Real" As you discovered in the Law of
Vibration article, everything, including thought or consciousness exists as a vibrational frequency which
regardless of the intensity of the frequency is broadcast into the Super-Conscious, or the Infinite Field Of
Potential, attracts to itself additional energies of a harmonious frequency and through the process of
manifestation The Law Of Growth produces physical results that you can see, feel, touch, taste and smell in
your life. The Super-Conscious makes no distinctions, determinations or judgments as to what you choose to
project into it or draw from it but rather, as ancient spiritual text states, the Super Conscious Mind provides
"Whatsoever ye desire. Your desires, which are determined by your conscious thought patterns either
harmonize with or conflict with core beliefs stored in the subconscious aspects of mind which determine
which frequency you are broadcasting into the Super-Conscious "infinite" field of potential. From a physical
perspective Rather than consistently thinking the thoughts about being abundant in the area of money, and the
emotions being created as a result of these thoughts about money, the message or "asking" is being projected
into the Super-Conscious It is what serves as the communication device with whatever the Source of your
understanding might be The only possibility to change the outcome is to change the vibrational resonance of
the thought. Rather than focusing on NOT being broke, the predominant focus should remain fixated on
having an abundant amount of money, internalizing it as an already existing reality, igniting the emotions that
are responsible for intensifying the energy broadcast into the "Infinite Field of Potential" and the result is that
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you will draw from the Super-Conscious Mind the desired result. If you desire monetary wealth it is necessary
to keep thoughts focused on the attainment of monetary wealth NOT the lack of or absence of lack which in
this particular case is being broke. The subconscious patterns beliefs that you have established throughout
your life are the determining factor as to what you are asking the Super-Conscious Mind to provide to you.
Subconscious patterns that are based on lack and limitation are the determining factor as to what limitations
you are experiencing and are strictly due to the limiting beliefs you hold in your subconscious mind. By the
same token any desired outcomes that you are experiencing are due to subconscious processes which connect
with and draw from Super-Consciousness that which the subconscious mind "believes" will happen. This
would eliminate the possibility of free will and would keep you from fully experiencing and learning from the
choices that you make in your life. In other words there exists a "subconscious belief" that is keeping the
desired outcome from becoming a "physical" reality. The possibilities are infinite as to what that might be.
Now step outside of your home and walk about 50 paces, turn around and face your house. These things that
you were looking at in the individual room are no longer visible to you correct. Although you know they still
exist they are invisible to you but you know they are still in the house. They are many separate objects that the
house encloses. When you get to your destination shut off the engine and look out the window. What do you
see. Can you see your house? Can you see the roads that lead to your house. Can you see the launching pad
from where you blasted off from? So, what can you see? Chances are you see a HUGE big ball with various
colors that resembles a large marble. One of those really fancy ones with various colors. Can you see any
movement or activity on top of this big marble? But before you blasted off you were able to see all the
individual objects that existed there prior correct? Now allow your mind to envision these things again. These
things represent the organisms that exist within the macroscopic. Next take a look at your hand.
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8: Supra Mundane Consciousness
Hi my name is Leona:) Welcome to my YouTube channel, I am a TAROT READER I both study and read intuitively On
this channel you will receive general Monthly.

Location[ edit ] The SCN is situated in the anterior part of the hypothalamus immediately dorsal , or superior
hence supra to the optic chiasm CHO bilateral to on either side of the third ventricle. Circadian effects[ edit ]
Different organisms such as bacteria, [2] plants, fungi, and animals, show genetically-based nearhour rhythms.
Although all of these clocks appear to be based on a similar type of genetic feedback loop, the specific genes
involved are thought to have evolved independently in each kingdom. Many aspects of mammalian behavior
and physiology show circadian rhythmicity, including sleep, physical activity, alertness, hormone levels, body
temperature, immune function, and digestive activity. For example, total time of sleep is maintained in rats
with SCN damage, but the length and timing of sleep episodes becomes erratic. The SCN maintains control
across the body by synchronizing "slave oscillators," which exhibit their own nearhour rhythms and control
circadian phenomena in local tissue. Melanopsin -containing ganglion cells in the retina have a direct
connection to the ventrolateral SCN via the retinohypothalamic tract. The SCN is known to be involved not
only in photoreception through innervation from the retinohypothalamic tract but also in thermoregulation of
vertebrates capable of homeothermy , as well as regulating locomotion and other behavioral outputs of the
circadian clock within ectothermic vertebrates. Ultimately, many neuroethological studies must be done to
completely ascertain the direct and indirect roles of the SCN on circadian-regulated behaviors of vertebrates.
The SCN of endotherms and ectotherms[ edit ] In general, external temperature does not influence
endothermic animal behavior or circadian rhythm because of the ability of these animals to keep their internal
body temperature constant through homeostatic thermoregulation; however, peripheral oscillators see
Circadian rhythm in mammals are sensitive to temperature pulses and will experience resetting of the
circadian clock phase and associated genetic expression, suggesting how peripheral circadian oscillators may
be separate entities from one another despite having a master oscillator within the SCN. Furthermore, when
individual neurons of the SCN from a mouse were treated with heat pulses, a similar resetting of oscillators
was observed, but when an intact SCN was treated with the same heat pulse treatment the SCN was resistant
to temperature change by exhibiting an unaltered circadian oscillating phase. In addition, the differences of the
SCN between endothermic and ectothermic vertebrates suggest that the neuronal organization of the
temperature-resistant SCN in endotherms is responsible for driving thermoregulatory behaviors in those
animals differently from those of ectotherms, since they rely on external temperature for engaging in certain
behaviors. Behaviors controlled by the SCN of vertebrates[ edit ] Significant research has been conducted on
the genes responsible for controlling circadian rhythm, in particular within the SCN. Knowledge of the gene
expression of Clock Clk and Period2 Per2 , two of the many genes responsible for regulating circadian rhythm
within the individual cells of the SCN, has allowed for a greater understanding of how genetic expression
influences the regulation of circadian rhythm-controlled behaviors. Studies on thermoregulation of ruin lizards
and mice have informed some connections between the neural and genetic components of both vertebrates
when experiencing induced hypothermic conditions. Certain findings have reflected how evolution of SCN
both structurally and genetically has resulted in the engagement of characteristic and stereotyped
thermoregulatory behavior in both classes of vertebrates. Among vertebrates, it is known that mammals are
endotherms that are capable of homeostatic thermoregulation. Mice have been shown to have some
thermosensitivity within the SCN, although the regulation of body temperature by mice experiencing
hypothermia is more sensitive to whether they are in a bright or dark environment; it has been shown that mice
in darkened conditions and experiencing hypothermia maintain a stable internal body temperature, even while
fasting. In light conditions, mice showed a drop in body temperature under the same fasting and hypothermic
conditions. Through analyzing genetic expression of Clock genes in wild-type and knockout strains, as well as
analyzing the activity of neurons within the SCN and connections to proximate nuclei of the hypothalamus in
the aforementioned conditions, it has been shown that the SCN is the center of control for circadian body
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temperature rhythm. Several studies have been conducted on the genes expressed in circadian oscillating cells
of the SCN during various light and dark conditions, as well as effects from inducing mild hypothermia in
reptiles. In terms of structure, the SCNs of lizards have a closer resemblance to those of mice, possessing a
dorsomedial portion and a ventrolateral core. Some of the others are the lateral geniculate nucleus LGN , the
superior colliculus , the basal optic system, and the pretectum: The LGN passes information about color,
contrast, shape, and movement on to the visual cortex and itself signals to the SCN. The superior colliculus
controls the movement and orientation of the eye. The basal optic system also controls eye movements. This
cycle has been well conserved through evolution and in essence is similar in cells from many widely different
organisms that show circadian rhythms. Fruitfly[ edit ] In the fruitfly Drosophila , the cellular circadian
rhythm in neurons is controlled by two interlocked feedback loops. PER and TIM proteins then accumulate in
the cytoplasm, translocate into the nucleus at night, and turn off their own transcription, thereby setting up a
hour oscillation of transcription and translation. These genes encode various transcription factors that trigger
expression of other proteins. This negative feedback mechanism gives a hour rhythm in the expression of the
clock genes. Many genes are suspected to be linked to circadian control by "E-box elements" in their
promoters, as CLK-CYC and its homologs bind to these elements. The hour rhythm could be reset by light via
the protein cryptochrome CRY , which is involved in the circadian photoreception in Drosophila. The
oscillator genes and proteins involved in the mammalian circadian oscillator In mammals, circadian clock
genes behave in a manner similar to that of flies. TIM has been identified in mammals; however, its function
is still not determined. Mutations in TIM result in an inability to respond to zeitgebers , which is essential for
resetting the biological clock. At mid-day, the firing rate reaches a maximum, and, during the night, it falls
again. How the gene expression cycle so-called the core clock connects to the neural firing remains unknown.
The photic response is likely linked to effects of light on circadian rhythms. In addition, focal application of
melatonin can decrease firing activity of these neurons, suggesting that melatonin receptors present in the SCN
mediate phase-shifting effects through the SCN.
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9: SuperConsciousness Magazine | The Voice for Human Potential
SuperConsciousness is an inspiring, content-rich, evidence-based science and spirituality magazine focused on
exploring innate human potential.

Spiritually speaking, a human has at least 3 levels of consciousness: Physical Consciousness with the brain as
the center Soul Consciousness with the Soul as the center located between our eyebrows Spirit or True Self
Consciousness with the Spirit or True Self as the center located within our spiritual heart. This consciousness
is also known as Super or Supra Consciousness or Atman. The picture below depicts the relationship between
these 3 levels of consciousness when we are alive as a human. For general understanding, the heart, the spirit
and the Inner Heart are considered the same and referred as Heart, as the spirit true self is within our heart.
Please note that in Padmacahaya, soul and spirit may have a different definition than what you already know.
We define spirit as true self, not soul, because our true self is a spark of the Creator, True Source which is the
greatest spirit or known as Paramatman The Greatest Atman in Hindu philosophy. Three Levels of
Consciousness From the illustration we can see that within our human body is a soul and within the soul is our
heart or spirit. The soul cannot exist without the spirit. In the illustration you can also see that the core of our
heart is our Inner Heart, the innermost part of our heart, the only part of us that knows the real truth. Our spirit
cannot exist without our Inner Heart. When we are alive as a human, our physical consciousness or our brain
is the outer layer of consciousness that envelopes our other levels of consciousness. Even though our inner
consciousness soul and spirit know what is happening, only our physical consciousness can interact with our
environment. Our higher consciousness soul and spirit that is located inside has no chance to interact directly
with the environment, except when we follow an idea or desire from our higher levels of consciousness with
our brain. As soon as our physical human body stops working, the center of our physical consciousness is
gone. Our soul consciousness, with the heart and the spirit inside, becomes the outer layer that interacts
directly with the environment. This soul consciousness is also known as the intermediate consciousness to
interface between our human and our spirit consciousness in order for our spirit to be able to use our
temporary human body to learn on Earth as a human being. Our Consciousness and Heart Connection Given
that our heart is so important, it does not mean that our other levels of consciousness is not important. Our
physical consciousness with our human brain as the center is also a wonderful facility, a part of the spiritual
tools given by True Source so that we can learn through experience, as our spiritual lessons here on Earth to
help us to remember about and choose True Source. But of course it is the special tool, the heart, which has
been provided for us to truly improve our connection. This is part of the beautiful gift of the human body. To
answer those important questions, we need to realize who we really are. Are we a temporary physical human
body or soul or spirit? Who is our true self? Which one existed first? Most of us consider our true self as this
temporary human body. It is just a matter of time. On the contrary, if we start to realize that our true self is not
this temporary human body, but something eternal and divine, that cannot die and has a beautiful purpose to
exist, then there is no reason to worry about so many things as most of humans do. Yes, our true self is not this
temporary physical body, but the heart which has been given this temporary human body by our Beloved
Creator, as a beautiful spiritual tool or facility so that we can do our spiritual journey as a human being to help
our true self to return HOME. Everything we experience in our daily life is simply an opportunity and a
facility to help our true self to attain that final goal of our existence. A long time ago, before we had a human
body, we were created as a heart by True Source, i. In fact our human body and our soul were created by True
Source later on as beautiful facilities to help our heart, our true self to learn to return HOME. To start realizing
who we really are, the first step is always to open our heart to Divine Love and Light of our Beloved Creator,
True Source, The Source of our true self. Only Divine Love and Light from our Beloved Creator that is
received through our heart can help us to realize who we really are. You are welcome to read the wonderful
book by Irmansyah Effendi, MSc. Beyond Forms and Lives for deeper understanding on this subject. Higher
Consciousness and Spiritual Growth As a human being we grow from being a baby to becoming an adult and
similarly as a spiritual being, we need to grow. From a spiritual consciousness point of view, growing
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spiritually also means our consciousness grows beyond our daily physical human consciousness. Our soul and
true self or spirit consciousness are considered as our higher consciousness because vibration wise, they are
higher than our human daily physical consciousness. Technically speaking, our spirit or true self
consciousness energy vibration is higher than soul consciousness energy vibration and soul consciousness
energy vibration is higher than physical consciousness energy vibration. So, in other words we can say that the
direction of our spiritual growth is growing towards higher consciousness. Only when we are conscious as our
true self or spirit then we can understand who we really are and understand our true relationship with our
Beloved Creator, True Source, which is a very important step in attaining Yoga. Thus, attaining higher
consciousness is an important part of our spiritual growth. For many serious spiritual seekers attaining higher
consciousness properly is not an easy process. Many have searched and spent much time and effort without
any good results. Actually, attaining higher consciousness properly is not a difficult process when you are
guided by someone who really knows the proper way. The key for that is the opening of our heart to Divine
Love and Light. Padmacahaya International Institute for Inner Studies offers a series of well designed
workshops to help your heart to open and receive more flow of Divine Love and Light and your Kundalini to
awaken safely and instantly. By combining Divine Love and Light energy with Kundalini energy
synergetically, the thorough cleansing of your energy body layers will happen at a speed your never imagined
possible before. The cleaner your energy body system is, the higher your energy body vibration will be, thus
enabling you to attain a higher level of consciousness easier. In Padmacahaya, we rely on the natural method
of surrendering from our heart to True Source, to let the greatest power of Divine Love and Light from our
Beloved Creator, the creator of our soul and spirit, to help us properly in attaining our higher consciousness.
We believe there is no better help than the help from The Love of our Beloved Creator, True Source, who
loves us completely every moment.
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